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Abstract

Anomie can be called the phenomenon of the modern era because modernization causes damage to the previous
value structure, and as a result, the modern man is somehow in confusion and identity crisis. This study has been
conducted with the aim of modeling the explanatory structural equations of factors affecting the consequences of
organizational anomie. About 12 experts’ opinions have been used to model the explanatory structural equations
of factors affecting the consequences of organizational anomie. In this research, to identify the criteria and express
the relationships between the criteria, after studying the related research literature and interviewing the experts
under study, the Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) technique and MICMAC analysis were used. After the
data analysis, the variables were classified into four different levels and according to the ISM, graph relationships
were drawn. After MICMAC analysis, the variables were placed in three groups of independent or key variables,
autonomous and dependent. The variables of ”nepotism and discrimination” and ”technological turbulence” are more
influenced by other factors and from a systemic point of view, they are considered among the effective and dependent
elements (the second group) that have a weak influence, but despite this, they have a higher dependence force than
It has other factors. Also, the variables ”managers’ lack of commitment to the organization’s values” and ”lack of a
suitable evaluation system” are among the key variables, which are included in the category of independent variables
(fourth group) and have a great impact on the realization and meta-analysis of the factors affecting the consequences
of organizational anomie. , which has a high influence and low dependency. Determining the relationships between
factors can lead to a better understanding of the issue and making appropriate decisions in identifying the factors
affecting the consequences of organizational anomie.
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1 Introduction

The organization is a Social Phenomenon to achieve collective and common goals that are consciously coordinated
and has specific limits. The term social phenomenon shows the concept that the organization consists of individuals
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and groups interacting with each other. Since the organization is a social phenomenon, the patterns and norms that
the organizations follow must be balanced and coordinated to minimize ambiguity and confusion and ensure that
the organization does not experience normlessness and chaos [15]. Organizations as social entities can suffer from
abnormality, chaos, disorder, and chaos, which is theoretically called Organizational Anomie [20]. Alport believes that
such organizations lack social vitality and cohesion, especially moral leadership, and they are considered organizations
that promote Collapse. Hudson believes that anomic organizations lack common norms; It means that even though
some organizations may have the features of an anomic organization, there are people who are segregated from others
and even from themselves in the organization, and they provide the necessary space for an organization without
norm [5]; In other words, observance these organizational norms and patterns cause leads to balance and order in the
organization, because organizations are governed based on order and through their norms, and organizational norms
and patterns determine the behavior in the interaction between employees [9]. Organizational norms are developed
to stabilize the present situation. Therefore, the norms and their observance in the group and organization cause
conformity, order, integration, unified precedent, and organizational cohesion, and in return, their non-observance
causes collapse and chaos [13, 19].

Currently, Iran has the most critical situation in terms of abnormality. Many thinkers and experts in social
problems believe that the current situation in Iran is anomic. The weakening of social order and the disintegration
of social cohesion are mentioned as destructive social consequences and gaps and contradictions resulting from the
implementation of economic policies in Iran [1]. Some researchers consider these anomic conditions to be strong and
intensifying [16] and mentioned the terms double anomie [11] and economic anomie and normative disruptions and
the deterioration of the social conditions and its relationship with malfunction [14]. The situation and the above
perceptions of social conditions in the new Iranian society have caused researchers to emphasize research on anomie.
But anomie is not an unambiguous term. Different interpretations and perceptions were presented from the concept
of anomie. Unfortunately, the concept of anomie has developed too much so that it includes a wide range of social
conditions and psychological states. Personal disorganization, cultural dissonance, and mutual distrust are among these
cases. In this regard, Mizrokhi believes that there is more than one type of anomie and the differential distribution
of anomie between different classes indicates the types of anomie [16]. Anomic workplaces are usually stagnant and
do not have the appropriate technology, and have a downward trend with reduced performance. In these workplaces,
there is a proverbial swamp that employees sink into over time. They don’t have enough dynamism and vitality, and
they repeatedly flounder in their workplace like a person who is drowning in a swamp, lose their inner power and
become a tired and hopeless person in the long term. Failure to meet expectations over time, lack of space for growth
and participation, type of job, organizational structure, and environmental factors are the problems that are effective
in the prevalence of mental and emotional distresses in government organizations. These factors plunge employees
into the swamp of doing repetitive tasks and lack motivation over time, and in this way, their talent is wasted [20].
In other words, in these conditions, disorder, conflict, instability of norms, and some fields, anomies are visible. In
other words, it can be said that observance of the norms creates a balance and order in the organization because the
organization is managed based on order and through its norms, and organizational norms and patterns determine the
behavior in the interaction between employees. The organization is in an anomic condition if organizational norms
and values are not respected, which is called organizational anomie in the literature on organization and management
[17]. The feeling of anomie among students should be seriously investigated to solve it. In the meantime, considering
that behaviors such as despair, meaninglessness, and mistrust of others and officials are among the complications of
anomie and the consequences that can occur after the society suffers from anomie in the society, therefore, in the
problem statement, it should be emphasized that how will people with such characteristics interact with others when
they live in society, and how will they influence other people and how will they educate some people to society in the
future [8].

In Iran, universities have challenges and problems in respecting the ethics of science and internalizing academic and
professional norms among students and the scientific environment [12]. Findings and statistics reported in academic
research show that the commitment and following the counter-norms of science to the norms of science, the failure
to realize the minimum necessary elements and factors for the formation of the scientific community and scientific
norms, the lack of formation of supervisory and supportive institutions in the scientific community and to as a
result, lack of full observance scientific standards and norms are not fully respected in the scientific community, low
tendency towards scientism and commitment to, weakness of scientific-research culture and disregard for scientific
ethics norms, rejection of scientific hierarchy by students and young graduates and individualism, non-observance of
moral norms and lack of teaching spirit in students and pride in professors and students, inefficiency of university
culture in academic education, crisis of quantity and lack of qualified teachers and The priority of education over
research in universities, problems in human agency and scientific development structures, low job satisfaction among
the university professors, low knowledge of scientific productivity and weakness in science production, and finally, the
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low capacity of Iran’s academic space for promoting academic norms are the basic challenges of the university system
and higher education to scientific development and the formation of the scientific community and the cultivation
and promotion and internalization of academic norms in Iran. Investigating the status quo shows that in Iran,
universities are disordered and prone to anomie due to challenges such as lack of strategy and competition, outdated
teaching methods, and old scientific texts without considering the needs of the business environment, credentials, and
ignoring the empowerment of graduates, process-oriented approach instead of result-oriented approach and lack of
organizational entrepreneurship. Considering the role of universities in the progress and prosperity of the country,
creating anomic conditions in such organizations can lead to irreparable losses. Observance of the norms and regular
organizational patterns by the experts of the organization will play an important role in improving it and helping the
development across the country. Therefore, in this research, the modeling of the explanatory structural equation of the
factors affecting the consequences of organizational anomie (the case study of Islamic Azad University) is investigated,
considering the important role of preventing the occurrence of organizational anomie (irregularity and non-observance
of norms).

2 Methodology

Interpretive structural modeling has been used to perform this research. Interpretive structural modeling (intro-
duced by Warfield in [22]) is a systematic and structured method to develop and understand the relationships between
the elements of a complex system [2]. This method is an interactive learning process in which a set of different and in-
terrelated elements are structured in a comprehensive systematic model. This methodology helps to develop and direct
complex relationships between the elements of a system. Interpretive structural modeling is perfumed by preparing
a list of variables that are related to the problem or topic. These variables were obtained through literature reviews,
interviews with experts, or questionnaire design. The research method is Interpretative because the group judgment
of people determines whether there are relationships between these variables. In addition, the research method is
Structural because it is the basis of relationships of a general structure and is obtained from a complex set of variables
[18].

The main idea of interpretive structural modeling is to decompose a complex system into several subsystems
(variables) using scientific experience and expert knowledge to build a multi-level structural model [2].

Therefore, in each mentioned method, in addition to collecting the opinions of experts and studying previous
research, the opinions of experts on the subject for discussion are used in determining the interactive relationships and
prioritizing the factors concerning the important role of identifying factors in the effective development of strategic
thinking of human resource managers, which shows the achievement of more effective and reliable results. The
interpretive structural method (ISM) is used because the investigated problem is compatible with the interpretive
structural modeling method, and its goal is to present a structural model for the development of strategic thinking of
human resource managers. The different stages of ISM are as follows:

The First step: criteria or variables are listed.

The Second step: A content relationship between criteria or variables is defined according to each pair of criteria
or variables identified in the first step. Content relationship means that the conceptual relationship between the
components of the system is compatible with the goals of the system in terms of meaning and content.

Other samples that can show this relationship are ”priority over”, ”supports from”, ”prevents from”, ”reports
to”, and ”the effects on”. Content relationships between two components are classified in several ways, including
Definitive relationship, Comparative relationship, Influence relationship, Temporal relationship, Spatial relationship,
and Mathematical relationship. In this research, we have used the Influence relationship.

The Third Step: A Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM) is developed for the barriers, which shows pairwise
relationships.

The Fourth Step: The Accessibility matrix is developed using the self-interactive structural matrix, and this
matrix is analyzed for transitivity. The transitivity of the content relationship is a basic hypothesis in interpretive
structural modeling. It means that if variable ”A” is related to variable ”B”, then variable ”B” is also related to
variable ”C”.

The Fifth step: The Accessibility matrix was divided into different levels in the fourth step.

The Sixth step: A directed graph is drawn based on the relations determined in the accessibility matrix, and
the transitivity relations are removed.
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The Seventh step: The final diagram is transformed into interpretive structural modeling by replacing variables’
names or criteria instead of nodes.

The Eighth step: The structural modeling developed in the seventh step is revised so that it does not have
inconsistent content. If there are inconsistent contents, the necessary corrections will be performed.

3 Findings

3.1 Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM)

Interpretive structural modeling recommends that the experts’ opinions based on various management techniques
such as Brain Storming and Nominal Group are used in the development of content relationships between variables.
As a result, the opinion of 12 experts has been used in this research for the meta-analysis of factors affecting the
consequences of organizational anomie. For each pair of criteria, experts were asked to comment on the relationship
between both criteria. In total, four signs are used to show the relationship between two criteria, i and j:

V: If criterion i affects only j.

A: If only criterion j affects criterion i.

X: If criteria i and j and criterion j affect criterion i.

O: If there is no effective relationship between two criteria, i and j.

According to the instructions of Warfield [22], the experts’ opinions method has been used to meta-analyze the
factors affecting the consequences of organizational anomie.

3.2 Initial Reachability Matrix

When the structural self-interaction matrix is transformed into a matrix of zeros and ones called the initial reach-
ability matrix. This matrix only has the numbers zero and one. The rule of placing the numbers zero and one instead
of the four primary numbers (2, 1, -1, and 0) is as follows:

In the access matrix, cell (i, j) will be equal to 1, and cell (i, j) will be equal to 0 if the intersection of criteria (i,
j) in SSIM is equal to V.

In the access matrix, both cell (i, j) and cell (i, j) will be equal to 1, and cell (i, j) will be equal to 0 if the intersection
of criteria (i, j) in SSIM is equal to A.

In the access matrix, both cell (i, j) and cell (i, j) will be equal to 0, and cell (i, j) will be equal to 0 if the intersection
of criteria (i, j) in SSIM is equal to X.

In the access matrix, cell (i, j) and cell (i, j) will be equal to 0 and 1, respectively, if the intersection of criteria (i,
j) in SSIM is equal to O.

D =


0 c1 c2 · · · · · · cn
c1 0 d12 · · · · · · d1n
c2 d21 0 · · · · · · d2n
· · · · · · · · · 0 · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · 0 · · ·
cn dm1 dm2 · · · · · · 0

 (3.1)

In matrix D as the initial reachability matrix, each sign of dij is replaced by the numbers zero, and one and Cj

indicate the development of strategic thinking of human resource managers.

3.3 Final Reachability Matrix

To develop the final reachability matrix, the initial reachability matrix was checked for transitivity. For this
purpose, the initial matrix must be an exponent K + 1; so that a steady state is established (MK = MK + 1).
Therefore, some zero elements will also become 1, which is shown as (∗1). The final reachability matrix should be
obtained using the following equations (I is the identity matrix) after creating the relations matrix or the initial
reachability matrix:
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M = D + I

M∗ = MK = MK+1 (3.2)

Lets that in large and complex systems, each component can be derived from itself. Therefore, all the principal
diameter elements of the system’s final matrix are always 1. For this purpose, we add the identity matrix with the
initial reachability matrix to get the final reachability matrix. The properties of the final reachability matrix are as
follows:

M2 = M (3.3)

In this regard, we expand the obtained final matrix to the exponent until the above condition occurs, and the
obtained matrix will be the final reachability matrix. Of course, the operation of the matrix exponential must be
according to the Boolean Algebra. According to this rule, we have:

1× 1 = 1 and 1 + 1 = 1 (3.4)

3.4 Set of Antecedent and Succedent

Each element of the system (criteria) has two different sets of Antecedent (A) and Succedent or Reachability (R),
which play a fundamental role in the final matrix structure and system design. The antecedent set of each criterion
includes the criteria that end with that criterion or that affect that criterion. For example, if criteria 2, 3, and 4 affect
criterion 1, then these criteria form the pr antecedent set of criterion 1. In contrast, the succedent set represents the
criteria that are influenced by a criterion or system component. For example, if criterion 1 affects criteria 2, 3, 4, and
5, then criteria 2, 3, 4, and 5 are the antecedent set of criterion 1. The antecedent set is also called the Reachability
set.

3.5 Prioritizing of criteria

The Prioritizing of criteria was done after determining the reachability set and the antecedent set for each of the
criteria and determining the common set. The common set is obtained by obtaining the joint of two reachability
and antecedent sets. Criteria whose common set is the same as their reachability set have the first level of priority.
The levels of other criteria are also determined by deleting these criteria and repeating this process for other criteria.
Then the ISM diagram is mapped based on the determined levels and the final matrix. Each level is determined by
repeating the following rule (C is the criteria set):

R(cj) ∩A(cj) = R(cj), ∀cj ∈ C (3.5)

3.6 Clustering of criteria

In the final access matrix, the Influence power (Driving power) and Dependence power must be calculated for each of
the elements to categorize the criteria. The influence of an element or criterion is the number of criteria that are affected
by the corresponding criterion (such as that criterion). The Influence power of an element or criterion is the number of
criteria that are affected by the corresponding criterion (such as that criterion). The Dependence power is the number
of criteria that influence the corresponding criterion and lead to the achievement of that criterion. Influence and
dependence powers are used in Impact Matrix Cross-Reference Multiplication Applied to a Classification (MICMAC)
analysis, in which criteria are divided into four groups: Autonomous, Dependent, Linkage, and Independent (Driving
criterion). The aim of matrix analysis is to multiply the effect of functional cross-reference to analyze variables of the
influence power and the dependence power.

� The first category is Autonomous variables that have weak penetrating power and dependence. These variables
are somewhat disconnected from the system and have weak relationships with the system.

� The second category includes Dependent variables that have weak penetrating power, although they have a
higher dependence power than other barriers.
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� The third category is called Linkage variables which have strong penetrating power and strong dependence
power. These variables are actually unstable factors. It means that any operation on these factors, in addition
to directly affecting other factors, can also have an effect on other factors in the feedback form from other factors.

� The fourth category is Independent variables that have strong penetrating power, but their dependence power
is weak. As can be seen, a criterion with a strong penetrating power is called a Key criterion and is considered
an independent or linkage variable.

Figure 1: Criteria division diagram

3.7 The steps of the ISM method

3.7.1 Creating a structural self-interaction matrix (SSIM)

The following symbols are used to determine the type of equation:

V: Factor i leads to the realization of j column factor.

A: Factor j leads to the realization of i column factor.

X: Both row and column factors make realize each other.

O: There is no relationship between the row and column factor.

3.7.2 Initial Reachability Matrix

The conversion of ssim matrix symbols into zero and one is obtained based on the initial reachability matrix. There
are only zero and one in this matrix. The rule of placing the numbers zero and one is as follows:

� If the square symbol is V, the number one is placed in that square, and the number zero is placed in the
corresponding square.

� If the square symbol is A, the number zero is placed in that square, and the number one is placed in the
corresponding square.

� If the square symbol is x, the number one is placed in that square, and the number one is placed in the
corresponding square.

� If the square symbol is o, the number zero is placed in that square, and the number zero is placed in the
corresponding square.

3.7.3 Final Reachability Matrix

The final reachability Matrix is created after the initial access matrix is formed to adapt the initial reachability
matrix. Internal consistency is established according to the following equation:

SSIM = BOOLEAN(An +An−1 + ...+A0) (3.6)

In this matrix, the influence power and dependence power of each variable are shown. The influence power of each
variable is the final number of variables (for example, itself) that can be involved in their creation. Dependence power
is the final number of variables that make the desired variable. The results show that the highest influence power
is related to the negative attitude of employees towards their jobs (with an influencing power of about 15), and the
lowest influence power is related to technological turbulence (with an influencing power of about 3).
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Table 1: structural self-interaction matrix
HH

HHi
j

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15

C1 Nepotism and discrimi-
nation

– X O A A A O A A O O X O A A

C2 Technological turbu-
lence

– O O O O O O O O O A O A O

C3 lack of commitment
of executive management to
the organization’s values

– O O V V O O O O O A O O

C4 Poor implementation
of the employee socialization
process and poor relation-
ships

– V O O X X A A X A V X

C5 Unethical work environ-
ment

– A O A X V A A O O V

C6 Effectiveness of strategic
attack

– X V X X O V O A A

C7 Lack of Meritocracy
and Clientelistic in the or-
ganization

– O A A O A X X O

C8 Social capital – A X O O A X A
C9 Competitor orienta-
tion and Competitive in-
tensity

– X V O O X V

C10 The inability of the
organization to reflect its
true values

– O V O X X

C11 Lack of proper evalu-
ation system

– V O O O

C12 Organizational Cul-
ture

– O A A

C13 Lack of common
norms in the workplace

– A A

C14 The negative attitude
of employees toward their
jobs

– A

C15 Poor leadership and
management

–

Table 2: Initial Reachability Matrix
HHHHi

j
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15

C1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
C2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
C5 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
C6 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
C7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
C8 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
C9 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
C10 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
C11 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
C12 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
C13 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
C14 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
C15 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

3.8 Determining the level of variables

The set of antecedent access and subscription is determined in order to determine the level of factors in the final
model for each of them. The access set includes the set of factors that the target factor ends to these. The antecedent
set includes the set of factors that the ends to target factor. The common set includes the sharing of two sets of access
and antecedent. Table 4 shows the determination of the first level.

A factor is placed at the highest level if the access and subscription sets for that factor are the same. Then this
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Table 3: Influence Power Matrix
HH

HHi
j

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 Influence Power

C1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 8
C2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
C3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 10
C4 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14
C5 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14
C6 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14
C7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 12
C8 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 13
C9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 13
C10 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14
C11 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 12
C12 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 13
C13 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 12
C14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15
C15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 14
Dependence
power

15 13 4 13 14 14 12 14 14 13 7 14 11 12 11

Table 4: First level determination table
No Access Antecedent Subscription Level
1 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

14, 15
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12 1

2 1, 2, 12 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 1, 2, 12 1
3 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14 3, 7, 14, 15 3, 7, 14
4 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15
1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15

1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

5 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

6 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13
8 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14,

15
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,
15

9 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13,
14, 15

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,
15

10 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15

11 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,
15

4, 6, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14

12 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
14, 15

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
14, 15

1

13 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,
15

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15

14 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15

3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15

15 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13,
14, 15

4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15

leveled factor is discarded, and leveling for other factors continues in the same way until all factors are leveled. The
result is the definition level three.

3.9 Draw a model for the interactions of the factors

First, we sort the criteria according to the priority obtained based on the level from top to bottom. The structural
model is drawn by nodes and lines using the matrix obtained from the matrix sorted based on levels. The relationship
from i to j is indicated by an arrow from i to j. The final diagram drawn by removing the extreme modes and also by
using levels prioritization is shown in the diagram 2.

The first level is chosen as the most affected level, and the last level is the most influential level. As shown in
Figure 2, the third-level factors (weak leadership and management, negative attitude of employees towards their jobs,
lack of proper evaluation system, and lack of commitment of managers to the organization’s values) behave like the
basis of the model. As a result, the meta-analysis of factors affecting the consequences of organizational anomie should
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Table 5: table of variables level
No Factors Level
1 Nepotism and discrimination 1
2 Technological turbulence 1
3 lack of commitment of executive management to the organization’s values 3
4 Poor implementation of the employee socialization process and poor relationships 2
5 Unethical work environment 2
6 Effectiveness of strategic attack 2
7 Lack of Meritocracy and Clientelistic in the organization 2
8 Social capital 2
9 Competitor orientation and Competitive intensity 2
10 The inability of the organization to reflect its true values 2
11 Lack of proper evaluation system 3
12 Organizational Culture 1
13 Lack of common norms in the workplace 2
14 The negative attitude of employees toward their jobs 3
15 Poor leadership and management 3

Figure 2: Model of the interactions of factors

start from these variables and generalize to other variables. Factors include weak implementation of the employee
socialization process and weak communication, the unethical atmosphere in the work environment, effectiveness of
the strategic attack, lack of meritocracy in the organization, social capital, orientation, and Competitive intensity,
the inability of the organization to reflex its true values, lack of common norms at work are on the second level that
affects the first level factors. First-level factors include nepotism and discrimination, technological turbulence, and
organizational culture do not affect other factors.

4 MICMAC analysis

The purpose of the analysis is to identify the power of influence and dependence of the variables. All the factors can
be placed in the four clusters of the Cross-Impact Matrix Multiplication Applied to Classification after determining
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the influence power and dependence power. In the Cross-Impact Matrix Multiplication Applied to the Classification
method, the boundary points are usually one unit larger than the average number of factors. For example, in this
research, considering that the number of factors is equal to 15, the number of border points on this matrix is considered
8. However, different border points can be considered according to the research conditions. The border points should
be placed in such a way as to separate the different factors in the desired clusters.

Table 6: Influence power and dependence power
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15

Influence
power

8 3 10 14 14 14 12 13 13 14 12 13 12 15 14

dependence
power

15 13 4 13 14 14 12 14 14 13 7 14 11 12 11

MICMAC analysis shows that there are no variables in the autonomous category (first group). This indicates
strong connections between the variables in the obtained model. The variables of nepotism and discrimination, and
technological turbulence are more influenced by other factors and are among the most effective and dependent elements
(second group) from the perspective of a system that has weak influence power but a higher dependence power than
other factors. In other words, this factor is the output of interactions between other factors. In fact, there are more
important factors for the meta-analysis of factors affecting the consequences of organizational anomie that lead to this
factor.

Figure 3: Model of the interactions of factors

The variables managers’ lack of commitment to the organization’s values and lack of appropriate evaluation system
are key variables, which are in the category of independent variables (fourth group) and have a great impact on the
realization and meta-analysis of the factors affecting the consequences of organizational anomie that has a high
influence power and low dependence power. In general, variables with high influence power are called key variables.
These variables are in one of two groups of independent or linkage variables. Any operation on these variables causes
other variables to change. Other variables are linkage variables (third group) in terms of influence and effect; that is,
they have a high influence power and a strong dependence power. These variables are non-static because their change
affects the entire system, and finally, system feedback can change these variables again.

5 Discussion

This study aims to identify the consequences of organizational anomie based on explanatory structural equation
modeling. Interpretive structural modeling started with the most important variables, which led to the creation of a
comprehensive network of criteria with all the relationships between them, while before the beginning of the research,
there was no acceptable understanding of this subject and its variables and the relationships between them in the
organization. Then the ISM graph was drawn to get a comprehensive network and show the priority (leveling) of
the variables graphically and to gain a complete insight into this correlation. The type of variables was determined
according to the affective and effect on other variables using MICMAC analysis. It seems that this research model
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can be useful for researchers with a large number of variables whose nature and relationship and even their type
are unclear because the complexities can be reduced by using technical expert opinions. It is possible to reach an
acceptable understanding of the subject under investigation, which will ultimately lead to better decisions.

The variables of nepotism and discrimination, and technological turbulence are more influenced by other factors.
They are among the effective and dependent variables (the second group) from a systemic perspective that has a
weak influence power but a higher dependence power than other factors. In other words, this factor is the output of
interactions between other factors. In fact, there are more important factors for the meta-analysis of factors affecting
the consequences of organizational anomie, which lead to the emergence of this factor. The variables of nepotism and
discrimination in the studies of Emraei et al. [3] and Javadi et al. [8] have also been confirmed and mentioned as
an effective factor in organizational anomie. In an organization where there is discrimination, and the employees and
personnel are hired using nepotism, the organization faces problems in performing its duties, and the employees also
fail to comply with the rules and regulations. With discrimination and nepotism, they avoid doing their jobs, and
as a result, disorder and anomie will spread in the organization. The variable of technological turbulence has also
been confirmed by Jabehdar and Bejani [7] and Vilca et al. [21] and has been introduced as an effective factor in
organizational anomie. Technological changes and structural changes in the organization will cause many employees
who are not familiar with these technologies to face problems in doing their jobs. It creates turbulence and confusion
and, as a result, anomie and disorder in the organization.

The variable lack of management commitment to the organization’s values and lack of a proper evaluation system
are also key variables, which are in the category of independent variables (fourth group). This group has a great
impact on the realization and meta-analysis of factors affecting the consequences of organizational anomie with high
influence power and low dependence power. Variables that have a high influence power are called key variables. These
variables are in one of two groups of independent or linkage variables. Any change in these variables leads to changes
in other variables. The variable of lack of commitment of executive management to the organization’s values is one of
the factors affecting organizational anomie, which has been confirmed in the studies of Hatam et al. [6] and Karami
and Edrisi [10] and introduced as an effective factor on organizational anomie. Managers who are not loyal to the
organization and its goals don’t make efforts to realize organizational values and ignore the goals of the organization
and follow their individual goals, creating the ground for organizational anomie, and as a result, the organization faces
anomie. The variable of lack of an appropriate evaluation system has been repeated three times in the studies of Amrai
et al. [3], Mousavi et al. [15], and Eskandari et al. [4] and has been identified as an effective factor in behavioral
abnormality. Employees consider the organization as a place for negligence and procrastination, especially if their
performance is not evaluated correctly and they are not encouraged and punished according to their performance; as
a result, anomie and abnormality will spread in the organization.

6 Conclusion

In general, it can be acknowledged that identifying factors affecting organizational anomie is not a mere execu-
tive decision based on research findings; Rather, its requirements must also be calculated and observed to achieve
such a model. Identifying factors affecting organizational anomie at Islamic Azad University requires comprehensive
planning of Azad University, and this is the responsibility of the Head of the Department. In the ISM graph, the
mutual and effective relationships between the variables and the different levels are clearly visible, which leads to a
better understanding of the decision-making environment. MICMAC analysis shows the variables of nepotism and
discrimination, and technological turbulence is more influenced by other factors and are among the most effective and
dependent elements (second group) from the perspective of a system that has weak influence power but has a higher
dependence power than other factors. In other words, this factor is the output of interactions between other factors.
The variable’s lack of commitment of executive management to the organization’s values and lack of an appropriate
evaluation system are independent variables in terms of effectiveness and effectiveness. In this sense, these variables
have the least effectiveness and effectiveness.
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